Crystal structures of DNA duplexes stabilized by bicyclic-C residues.
Chemical modification of nucleic acids is being studied extensively as an approach for the development of nucleic acid-based therapies. We found that a nucleotide carrying 7,8-dihydropyrido[2,3-d]pyrimidin-2-one (bicyclic-C or X), which is a cytosine derivative with a propene attached at the N4 and C5 atoms, increases the stability of DNA duplexes. To establish the conformational effects of X on DNA and to obtain insight into the correlation between the structure and stability of X-containing DNA duplexes, the crystal structures of [d(CGCGAATT-X-GCG)](2) and [d(CGCGAAT-X-CGCG)](2) have been determined at 2.9 A resolutions. In both duplexes, the bicyclic-C bases form pairs with the counter bases through hydrogen bonds, and stabilize the duplex formation in part by stacking interactions between X and the subsequent thymine base of the same strand.